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There are two sides of every story. And then thereâ€™s the truth. Divorce is rarely pretty and never

fair. When successful divorce solicitors Harper Anderson and Dylan Blue find themselves on

opposing sides of a bitter separation, they become uncontrollably consumed by more than just the

caseâ€¦Dylan is fiercely ambitious, Harper a crusader for justice, so when the adversaries lock horns

in professional combat, the tension is overwhelming. Harper hates Dylanâ€™s ruthlessness, Dylan

is repulsed by Harperâ€™s â€˜bleeding heart liberalismâ€™. As they both battle for their clientsâ€™

interests, they find themselves at once repelled and strangely attracted to one another. It is a case

which will divide, infuriate and ultimately unite the two women, who find a deep love and

understanding in the ashes of their clientsâ€™ broken relationship.
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When I read the summary, I thought that this was going to be a courtroom romance. Two lawyers

battling it out in the courtroom while they fight their attraction to each other. Well, that wasn't the

case. Dylan Blue is a take no prisoners, win at all cost divorce solicitor. Harper Anderson is her



exact opposite. Robyn Massey is a spoiled, rich brat who; after insisting that her wife Abi have a

child, kicked her and the baby to the curb so that she can enjoy her young girl toy. She needed a

lawyer like Dylan to insure that Abi and her son, Jake gets nothing but the clothes on their backs.

Abi is the original, Bad luck Shelckrock. Forced to work two jobs just to keep a roof over their heads

in a s***ty part of town. Abi was reduced to begging Robyn to at least give something for their son.

Of course she got a flat NO! While drowning in rain and despair, Abi found herself in Harper's office

who, after hearing her case, took it pro bono. This is what brought the two lawyers together. I loved

this story but was disappointed that nothing happened in the courtroom. And because of that, I was

more interested in Abi and Robyn's story. For reasons that escapes me, British authors (the ones

that I have read anyway) have a thing for domestic violence and this was no different. The violence

that Harper's mother had to endure was touched on in the beginning and was never mentioned

again until well into the book. And then there's Robyn's Jekyll and Hyde personality. Still it was a

good story with some great characters. There's no courtroom drama. Everything happened outside

the courtroom. Also, I thought the violence was unnecessary and didn't add anything to the overall

storyline. Take it or leave it.

This story poses the sad reality of domestic abuse. For those of us that cannot imagine why anyone

would tolerate such abuse, we learn in this story that there are many reasons why someone would

endanger themselves. Most of the time, the answer is their childrenâ€™s welfare. This story also

expands our understanding that abuse is not exclusive to heterosexual marriages. The look at the

justice system also rings true. Where some lawyers/solicitors battle for justice other

lawyers/solicitors battle for wealth. Especially, their own. The love story was touching and solid even

though more in-depth analysis of the main characters was called for. All in all, engaging story.

another five star novel for Jade Winters. when I started reading it I couldn't put it down. the way she

portrayed all of the characters was great. if you want a good read read all of her novels. she is an

excellent writer.

The book opened my eyes to some things about which I was ignorant. The women in the story had

interests outside of themselves and their problems. The book read like a regular romantic novel with

the usual ups and downs and misunderstandings involving the principals and the peripheral

characters. It was not a "lesbian romantic novel" - just a romantic novel with lesbian characters.

Enjoyable to a straight person who is a true romantic. I should really rate it "5" stars !!



Divorce can be so messy, especially when children are involved. Two good lawyers work hard to

resolve all the issues of a failed marriage. The lawyers fall in love and believe marriage is right for

them. I would recommend this book to my friends.

... until I finished it! Love the pace of the story development, not too fast nor too slow. Right on

point!Love how she portraits the balance with two different point of views in a love relationship.

I enjoyed it but I would have loved to see more of the love story. I felt it lacked believability because

it felt a tad rushed. The ending was a little neat and tidy but the peripheral stories and cast helped.

I loved the entire setting of this read. I especially enjoyed the characters, even the protagonist. I am

hopeful that you will follow up with a sequel. Let the readers know of Abi finds love again. Give us a

front row seat to Harper and Dylan's relationship. Maybe we will even get to attend a wedding?
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